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The interpretation of the Higgs signal at 126 GeV within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) depends crucially on the predicted properties of the other Higgs states of the model, as the
mass of the charged Higgs boson, MH . This mass is calculated in the Feynman diagrammatic approach
within the MSSM with real parameters. The result includes the complete one-loop contributions and the
two-loop contributions of OðtsÞ. The one-loop contributions lead to sizable shifts in the MH
prediction, reaching up to 8 GeV for relatively small values of MA. Even larger effects can occur
depending on the sign and size of the  parameter that enters the corrections affecting the relation
between the bottom-quark mass and the bottom Yukawa coupling. The two-loop OðtsÞ terms can shift
MH by more than 2 GeV. The two-loop contributions amount to typically about 30% of the one-loop
corrections for the examples that we have studied. These effects can be relevant for precision analyses of
the charged MSSM Higgs boson.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN have
recently discovered a new boson with a mass around
126 GeV [1,2]. Within the presently still rather large
experimental uncertainties this new boson behaves like
the Higgs boson of the Standard Model (SM) [3].
However, the newly discovered particle can also be inter-
preted as the Higgs boson of extended models. The Higgs
sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) [4] with two scalar doublets accommodates
five physical Higgs bosons. In lowest order these are the
light and heavy CP-even h and H, the CP-odd A, and the
charged Higgs bosons H. It was shown that the newly
discovered boson can be interpreted in principle as the
light, but also as the heavy CP-even Higgs boson of the
MSSM, see, e.g., Refs. [5–9]. In the latter case the charged
Higgs boson must be rather light, and the search for the
charged Higgs boson could be crucial to investigate this
scenario [8]. In the former case the charged Higgs boson is
bound to be heavier than the top quark [8]. In both cases the
discovery of a charged Higgs boson would constitute an
unambiguous sign of physics beyond the SM, serving as a
good motivation for searches for the charged Higgs boson.
The Higgs sector of the MSSM can be expressed at
lowest order in terms of the gauge couplings, the mass of
theCP-odd Higgs boson,MA, and tan  v2=v1, the ratio
of the two vacuum expectation values. All other masses
and mixing angles can therefore be predicted, e.g. the
charged Higgs boson mass,
m2
H ¼ M2A þM2W; (1)
at tree level.MZ;W denote the masses of the Z andW boson,
respectively. Higher-order contributions can give large
corrections to the tree-level relations, where the loop
corrected charged Higgs boson mass is denoted as MH .
Experimental searches for the neutral MSSM Higgs
bosons have been performed at LEP [10,11], placing im-
portant restrictions on the parameter space. At Run II of the
Tevatron the search was continued, but is now superseded
by the LHC Higgs searches. Besides the discovery of a SM
Higgs-like boson the LHC searches place stringent bounds,
in particular in the regions of small MA and large tan
[12]. At a future linear collider (LC) a precise determina-
tion of the Higgs boson properties (either of the light Higgs
boson at 126 GeV or heavier MSSM Higgs bosons
within the kinematic reach) will be possible [13–16]. The
interplay of the LHC and the LC in the neutral MSSM
Higgs sector has been discussed in Refs. [17,18].
The charged Higgs bosons of the MSSM (or a more
general two Higgs doublet model) have also been searched
for at LEP [19–23], yielding a bound of MH * 80 GeV
[24,25]. The LHC places bounds on the charged Higgs
mass, as for the neutral heavy MSSM Higgs bosons, at
relatively low values of its mass and at large or very small
tan [26,27]. FormH <mt (withmt denoting the mass of
the top quark) the charged Higgs boson is mainly produced
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from top quarks and decays mainly as H ! . For
mH >mt the charged Higgs boson is mainly produced
together with a top quark and the dominant decay channels
are H ! tb, , where the latter is the main search
channel. At the LC, for MH &
ﬃﬃ
s
p
=2 a high-precision
determination of the charged Higgs boson properties will
be possible [13–16].
For the MSSM1 the status of higher-order corrections to
the masses and mixing angles in the neutral Higgs sector is
quite advanced. The complete one-loop result within the
MSSM is known [30–33]. The by far dominant one-loop
contribution is the OðtÞ term due to top and stop loops
[t  h2t =ð4Þ, ht being the top-quark Yukawa coupling].
The computation of the two-loop corrections has mean-
while reached a stage where all the presumably dominant
contributions are available [34–48]. In particular, the
OðtsÞ, Oð2t Þ, OðbsÞ, OðtbÞ and Oð2bÞ contribu-
tions to the self-energies are known for vanishing external
momenta. For the (s)bottom corrections, which are mainly
relevant for large values of tan, an all-order resummation
of the tan-enhanced term of Oðbðs tanÞnÞ is per-
formed [49–51]. The remaining theoretical uncertainty
on the lightest CP-even Higgs boson mass has been
estimated to be about 3 GeV [52–54]. The public codes
FeynHiggs [28,35,52,55] (including all of the above cor-
rections) and CPsuperH [56] exist. A full two-loop effec-
tive potential calculation (including even the momentum
dependence for the leading pieces and the leading three-
loop corrections) has been published [57]. However, no
computer code is publicly available. Most recently another
leading three-loop calculation, depending on the various
supersymmetry (SUSY) mass hierarchies, became avail-
able [58], resulting in the code H3m (which adds the three-
loop corrections to the FeynHiggs result).
Also the mass of the charged Higgs boson is affected by
higher-order corrections. However, the status is somewhat
less advanced as compared to the neutral Higgs bosons.
First, in Ref. [59] leading corrections to the relation given
in Eq. (1) have been evaluated. The one-loop corrections
from t=b and ~t=~b loops have been derived in Refs. [60,61].
A nearly complete one-loop calculation, neglecting the
terms suppressed by higher powers of the SUSY mass
scale, was presented in Ref. [62]. The first full one-loop
calculation in the Feynman diagrammatic (FD) approach
has been performed in Ref. [63], and reevaluated more
recently in Refs. [28,64]. At the two-loop level, within
the FD approach, the leading OðtsÞ two-loop contribu-
tions for the three neutral Higgs bosons in the case of
complex soft SUSY-breaking parameters have been ob-
tained [29]. Because of the (CP-violating) mixing between
all three neutral Higgs bosons, in the MSSM with complex
parameters usually the charged Higgs mass is chosen as
independent (on-shell) input parameter, which by con-
struction does not receive any higher-order corrections.
The calculation however involves the evaluation of the
OðtsÞ contributions to the charged H self-energy. In
the CP-conserving case, on the other hand, where usually
MA instead ofMH is chosen as independent input parame-
ter, the corresponding self-energy contribution can be
utilized to obtain corrections ofOðtsÞ to the massMH .
In the present paper we combine the two-loop terms of
OðtsÞ with the complete one-loop contribution of
Ref. [28] to obtain an improved prediction for the mass
of the charged Higgs boson. The results are incorporated in
the code FeynHiggs (current version: 2.9.4). An overview
of the calculation is given in Sec. II, whereas in Sec. III and
IV we discuss the size and relevance of the one- and
two-loop corrections and investigate the impact of the
various sectors of the MSSM on the prediction for MH .
Our conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. HIGHER-ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS FORMH
A. From tree level to higher orders
In the MSSM (with real parameters) one conventionally
chooses the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson, MA, and
tan [  v2=v1, see Eq. (2)] as independent input parame-
ters. Thus the mass of the charged Higgs boson can be
predicted in terms of the other parameters and receives a
shift from the higher-order contributions.
The two Higgs doublets of the MSSM are decomposed
in the following way,
H 1 ¼
H11
H12
 !
¼ v1 þ
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ð1  i1Þ
1
 !
;
H 2 ¼
H21
H22
 !
¼
þ2
v2 þ 1ﬃﬃ2p ð2 þ i2Þ
0
@
1
A;
(2)
with the two vacuum expectation values v1 and v2. The
Hermitian 2 2matrix of the charged states1;2,M ,
contains the following elements:
M ¼
m21 þ 14g21ðv21  v22Þ þ 14g22ðv21 þ v22Þ m212  12g22v1v2
m212  12g22v1v2 m22 þ 14 g21ðv22  v21Þ þ 14g22ðv21 þ v22Þ
 !
: (3)
1We concentrate here on the case with real parameters. For the case of complex parameters see Refs. [28,29] and references therein.
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m1, m2, m12 denote the soft SUSY-breaking parameters in
the Higgs sector, and g2, g1 are the SU(2) and U(1) gauge
couplings, respectively. The mass eigenstates in lowest
order in the charged sector follow from unitary transfor-
mations on the original fields,
H
G
 !
¼  sin cos
cos sin
 !
 

1
2
 !
: (4)
This yields the (square of the) mass eigenvalue for the
charged Higgs boson, m2
H , as given by Eq. (1). Quantum
corrections substantially modify the tree-level mass. The
charged Higgs boson pole mass, MH , including higher-
order contributions entering via the renormalized charged
Higgs boson self-energy, ^HþH , is obtained by solving the
equation
p2 m2
H þ ^HþHðp2Þ ¼ 0: (5)
This yields M2
H as the real part of the complex zero of
Eq. (5). The renormalized charged Higgs boson self-energy,
^HþH , is composed of the unrenormalized self-energy,
HþH , and counterterm contributions as specified below.
In perturbation theory, the self-energy is expanded as
follows:
ðp2Þ ¼ ð1Þðp2Þ þð2Þðp2Þ þ    ; (6)
in terms of the ith-order contributions ðiÞ, and analo-
gously for the renormalized quantities. Details for the
one-loop self-energies are given below in Sec. II B, and
for the two-loop contributions in Sec. II C.
A possible mixing with the charged Goldstone boson
would contribute to the prediction for the charged Higgs
boson mass from two-loop order onwards via terms of the
form ð^ð1ÞHGðp2ÞÞ2. The mixing contributions with G
yield a two-loop contribution that is subleading compared
to the leading terms at OðtsÞ that we take into account,
as described in Sec. II C. Consequently, we neglect those
two-loop Higgs-Goldstone mixing contributions through-
out our analysis.
B. One-loop corrections
Here we review the calculation of the full one-loop
corrections to MH , following Refs. [28,64]. All self-
energies and renormalization constants are understood
to be one-loop quantities, dropping the order index.
Renormalized self-energies, ^ðp2Þ, can be expressed in
terms of the corresponding unrenormalized self-energies,
ðp2Þ, the field-renormalization constants, and the mass
counterterms. For the charged Higgs boson self-energy
entering Eq. (5) this expression reads
^HþHðp2Þ¼HþHðp2Þþ	ZHþHðp2m2HÞ	m2H :
(7)
The independent mass parameters are renormalized
according to
M2A ! M2A þ 	M2A; M2W ! M2W þ 	M2W; (8)
while the mass counterterm for the charged Higgs boson,
arising fromm2
H ! m2H þ 	m2H , is a dependent quantity.
It is given in terms of the counterterms for MA and MW by
	m2
H ¼ 	M2A þ 	M2W: (9)
We renormalize theW boson and the CP-odd Higgs boson
masses on shell, yielding the mass counterterms
	M2W ¼ ReWWðM2WÞ; 	M2A ¼ ReAAðM2AÞ; (10)
where WW is the transverse part of the W boson self-
energy.
For field renormalization, required for finite self-energies
at arbitrary values of the external momentum p2, we assign
one field-renormalization constant for each Higgs doublet,
H 1 !

1þ 1
2
	ZH 1

H 1;
H 2 !

1þ 1
2
	ZH 2

H 2:
(11)
For the charged Higgs field this implies
H !

1þ 1
2
	ZHþH

H; (12)
with
	ZHþH ¼ sin 2	ZH 1 þ cos 2	ZH 2 : (13)
For the determination of the field-renormalization con-
stants we adopt the DR scheme,
	ZH 1 ¼ 	ZDRH 1 ¼ ½Re0HHj¼0div;
	ZH 2 ¼ 	ZDRH 2 ¼ ½Re0hhj¼0div;
(14)
i.e. the renormalization constants consist of divergent parts
only, see the discussion in Ref. [28]. 0
j¼0 ( ¼ h, H)
denotes the derivative of the unrenormalized self-energies
of the neutral CP-even Higgs bosons, with the mixing
angle  set to zero. As default value of the renormalization
scale we have chosen DR ¼ mt.
For the self-energies as specified in Eq. (7) we have
evaluated the complete one-loop contributions with the
help of the programs FeynArts [65] and FormCalc [66].
As regularization scheme we have used constrained differ-
ential regularization [67], which has been shown to be
equivalent to dimensional reduction [68] at the one-loop
level [66], thus preserving supersymmetry [69,70]. The
corresponding Feynman diagrams for the charged Higgs
boson (and similarly for the W boson, where additional
diagrams with gauge boson and ghost loops contribute)
are shown in Fig. 1. The diagrams for the neutral Higgs
bosons, entering 	M2A and 	ZH 1 , 	ZH 2 (i.e. the neutral
Higgs boson self-energies), are depicted in Fig. 2.
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C. Two-loop corrections
We now turn to the OðtsÞ corrections at the two-loop
level. Again, we drop the order index for all Higgs boson
and SM gauge boson self-energies and renormalization
constants, which are in this section understood to be of
two-loop order. The OðtsÞ terms are obtained in the
limit of vanishing gauge couplings and by neglecting the
dependence on the external momentum [35], keeping only
terms / h2t s, with the top Yukawa coupling ht as defined
above. We neglect the bottom Yukawa coupling in the
two-loop Higgs boson self-energies. In this approximation,
the counterterm for MA is determined as follows:
	M2A ¼ AAð0Þ; (15)
while the renormalization constants 	M2W and 	ZHþH do
not contribute,
	M2W ¼ 0; 	ZHþH ¼ 0: (16)
Consequently, the two-loop contribution to the renormal-
ized H self-energy can be written in the following way:
^HþHð0Þ ¼ HþHð0Þ  	m2H with 	m2H ¼ 	M2A:
(17)
From Eq. (5) we get the two-loop correction to the charged
Higgs boson mass,
m
2;2-loop
H ¼ AAð0Þ  HþHð0Þ; (18)
with the self-energies evaluated at the two-loop level.
We thus have to evaluate the OðtsÞ contributions to
theH and A self-energies. Examples of generic Feynman
diagrams for theH self-energy are depicted in Fig. 3, and
in Fig. 4 for the A boson self-energy. These contributions
have been evaluated using the packages FeynArts [65] and
TwoCalc [71].
D. Subloop renormalization in the scalar
top/bottom sector
Besides the computation of the genuine two-loop dia-
grams atOðtsÞ for the self-energies, one-loop renormal-
ization is required for the ~t and ~b sector providing the
counterterms for one-loop subrenormalization. This yields
additional diagrams with counterterm insertions; examples
are the fourth diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4. The bilinear part of
the ~t and ~b Lagrangian,
L~t=~bmass ¼ ð~tyL;~tyRÞM~t
~tL
~tR
 !
 ð~byL; ~byRÞM~b
~bL
~bR
 !
; (19)
contains the stop and sbottom mass matrices M~t and M~b,
given by
FIG. 1. Generic Feynman diagrams for the H self-energy (l ¼ fe;; g, d ¼ fd; s; bg, u ¼ fu; c; tg). Similar diagrams for the W
boson self-energy are obtained by replacing the external Higgs boson by a W boson; not all combinations of particle insertions exist.
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M~q ¼
M2L þm2q mqXq
mqXq M
2
~qR
þm2q
 !
; (20)
with
Xq ¼ Aq 
; 
 ¼ fcot; tang for q ¼ ft; bg:
(21)
Here M2L, M
2
~qR
are soft-breaking parameters, where M2L is
the same forM~t andM~b (see below), and Aq is the trilinear
soft-breaking parameter. The D-terms do not contribute to
OðtsÞ and therefore have to be neglected in the calcu-
lation of the stop mass values entering the contribution of
this order [29]. The mass matrix can be diagonalized with
the help of a unitary transformation U~q, which can be
parametrized by a mixing angle ~q,
FIG. 3. Examples of generic two-loop diagrams and diagrams with counterterm insertion for the charged Higgs boson self-energy
(i, j, k ¼ 1, 2).
FIG. 2. Generic Feynman diagrams for the h, H, A, self-energies (f ¼ fe;; ; d; s; b; u; c; tg). Not all combinations of particle
insertions exist for all neutral Higgs bosons.
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D~q ¼ U~qM~qUy~q ¼
m2~q1 0
0 m2~q2
0
@
1
A;
U~q ¼
U~q11 U~q12
U~q21 U~q22
 !
¼ cos~q sin~q sin ~q cos ~q
 !
:
(22)
We follow here the renormalization prescription used
in Refs. [72,73]. In the MSSM the t=~t sector is described
in terms of four real parameters (where we assume that 
and tan are defined via other sectors): the real soft
SUSY-breaking parameters M2L and M
2
~tR
, the trilinear cou-
pling At, and the top Yukawa coupling ht. Instead of the
quantities M2L, M
2
~tR
and ht, in the on-shell scheme applied
in this paper we choose the on-shell squark massesm2~t1 ,m
2
~t2
and the top-quark mass mt as independent parameters. It
should furthermore be noted that the counterterms are
evaluated at OðsÞ, such as to yield the desired OðtsÞ
contributions when combined with the one-loop diagrams
with counterterm insertion.
The following renormalization conditions are imposed:
(i) The top-quark mass is defined on shell, yielding the
mass counterterm 	mt,
	mt ¼ 12mtðRe
L
t ðm2t Þ þ ReRt ðm2t Þ
þ 2ReSt ðm2t ÞÞ; (23)
referring to the Lorentz decomposition of the self-
energy t
tðkÞ ¼ 6k!Lt ðk2Þ þ 6k!þRt ðk2Þ þmtSt ðk2Þ
(24)
into a left-handed, a right-handed, and a scalar part,
Lt , 
R
t , 
S
t , respectively.
(ii) The stop masses are also determined via on-shell
conditions [35,72], yielding
	m2~ti ¼ Re~tiiðm2~tiÞ with i ¼ 1; 2: (25)
(iii) The third condition affects the trilinear coupling At.
Rewriting the squark mass matrix in terms of the
mass eigenvalues and the mixing angle using
Eq. (22),
M~t ¼
cos 2~tm
2
~t1
þ sin 2~tm2~t2 sin ~t cos ~tðm2~t1 m2~t2Þ
sin ~t cos~tðm2~t1 m2~t2Þ sin 2~tm2~t1 þ cos 2~tm2~t2
0
@
1
A; (26)
yields the counterterm matrix 	M~t by introducing
counterterms 	m2~t1 , 	m
2
~t2
for the masses and 	~t for
the angle. One obtains the counterterm for the off-
diagonal contribution in the stop sector,
ðm2~t1 m2~t2Þ	~t ¼ ½U~t	M~tU
y
~t 12  	Y~t; (27)
for which the following renormalization condition has
been used [72,73]:
	Y~t ¼ 12 ½Re~t12ðm
2
~t1
Þ þ Re~t12ðm2~t2Þ: (28)
Finally we derive the relation between the counterterms
	At and 	~t. The two counterterms are mutually related
via Eq. (20) and (26). The off-diagonal entries of the
corresponding counterterm matrices yield
ðAt  cotÞ	mt þmt	At ¼ sin~t cos ~tð	m2~t1  	m2~t2Þ
þ ðcos 2~t  sin 2~tÞ	Yt:
(29)
As a result, we obtain for 	At
	At ¼ 1mt

1
2
sin 2~tð	m2~t1  	m2~t2Þ þ cos 2~t	Yt
 1
2mt
sin 2~tðm2~t1 m2~t2Þ	mt

: (30)
In the b=~b sector, we also encounter four real parameters
(with  and tan defined via other sectors): the
soft-breaking mass parameters M2L and M
2
~bR
, the trilinear
coupling Ab, and the bottom Yukawa coupling hb or the
FIG. 4. Examples of generic two-loop diagrams and diagrams with counterterm insertion for the A boson self-energy (i, j, k, l ¼ 1, 2).
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b-quark mass, respectively (which is neglected for the set
of two-loop corrections presented in this paper). SU(2)
invariance requires the ‘‘left-handed’’ soft-breaking pa-
rameters in the stop and the sbottom sector to be identical
(denoted asM2L). With the approximations described above
this yields, e.g., m~bL ¼ ML. In the evaluation of the
OðtsÞ contributions to the Higgs boson self-energies,
the counterterms of the sbottom sector appear only in the
self-energy of the charged Higgs boson. In our approxima-
tion for the two-loop contributions, where the b-quark
mass is neglected, ~bL and ~bR do not mix, and ~bR decouples
and does not contribute. The two-loop contribution to the
charged Higgs boson self-energy thus depends only on a
single parameter of the sbottom sector, which can be chosen
as the squark mass m~bL . By means of SU(2) invariance, the
corresponding mass counterterm is already determined:
	m2~bL
¼ cos2~t	m2~t1 þ sin2~t	m2~t2  sin2~t	Yt2mt	mt:
(31)
With the set of renormalization constants determined in
Eqs. (23), (25), (30), and (31) the counterterms arising
from the one-loop subrenormalization of the stop and
sbottom sectors are fully specified.
Finally, at OðtsÞ gluinos appear as virtual particles at
the two-loop level; hence, no renormalization in the gluino
sector is needed. The corresponding soft-breaking gluino
mass parameter is denoted M3. In the case of real MSSM
parameters considered here the gluino mass is given as
m~g ¼ M3.
E. Higher-order corrections in the b= ~b sector
We furthermore include in our prediction for MH cor-
rections beyond the one-loop level originating from the
bottom/sbottom sector contributions to AA and HþH .
Potentially large higher-order effects proportional to tan
can arise in the relation between the bottom-quark mass
and the bottom Yukawa coupling as described in
Refs. [50,51]. The leading tan-enhanced contribution in
the limit of heavy SUSY masses can be expressed in terms
of a quantity b and resummed to all orders using an
effective Lagrangian approach. The relevant part of the
effective Lagrangian is given by
L ¼ g
2MW
mb
1þ b ½tanAi
b5b
þ ﬃﬃﬃ2p Vtb tanHþ tLbR þ H:c: (32)
Here
mDR;SMb ðQÞ ¼ mMS;SMb ðQÞ

1 s
3

; (33)
mb ¼ mDR;SMb ðQ ¼ mtÞ

1þ 1
2
ðLb;finðmbÞ þ Rb;finðmbÞÞ

:
(34)
mDR;SMb ðQÞ denotes a running bottom-quark mass at the
scale Q in the DR scheme that incorporates SM QCD
corrections (i.e., no SUSY QCD effects are included in
the running). The corresponding mass in the MS scheme
is denoted by mMS;SMb ðQÞ. Lb;finðmbÞ and Rb;finðmbÞ are the
finite parts of the self-energies defined in analogy to
Eq. (24). Vtb denotes the (3, 3) element of the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix. In the numerical
evaluations performed with the program FeynHiggs below
we use mDR;SMb ðQ ¼ mtÞ 	 2:68 GeV.
The leading tan-enhanced one-loop contribution in the
limit of heavy SUSY masses takes the simple form [49]
b ¼ 2s3 m~g tan Iðm~b1 ; m~b2 ; m~gÞ
þ t
4
At tan Iðm~t1 ; m~t2 ; Þ þ    ; (35)
where s is evaluated at the scale
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m~b1m~b2
p
, and the
function I is given by
Iða; b; cÞ ¼ 1ða2  b2Þðb2  c2Þða2  c2Þ


a2b2 log
a2
b2
þ b2c2 logb
2
c2
þ c2a2 log c
2
a2

 1
max ða2; b2; c2Þ : (36)
The ellipses in Eq. (35) denote subleading terms that we
take over from Ref. [74]. Expanded up to one-loop order,
the effective mass mb=ð1þ bÞ is close to the DR mass
(including SUSY contributions in the running), see
Refs. [45,73]. A recent two-loop calculation of b can be
found in Ref. [75].
III. APPROXIMATION FOR THE
TWO-LOOP CORRECTIONS
In Sec. II we have described the approximations for
getting the two-loop OðtsÞ terms, which can be written
as terms proportional to m4t . It is well known that for the
neutral Higgs bosons this procedure indeed yields the
dominant part of the one-loop [30–33] and the two-loop
corrections [34,35].
For the charged Higgs boson mass, MH , the described
procedure provides the analogous contribution to the mass
shift as well,
M2
H 
m4t
v2
 m
4
t
M2W
: (37)
There are, however, other contributions of similar structure
at the one-loop level [59–63],
M2
H 
m2t m
2
b
M2W
or M2
H 
m4t
M2W
M2W
M2SUSY
or
M2
H 
m4t
M2W
M2A
M2SUSY
;
(38)
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which are not covered by our approximations for the
two-loop terms because they would correspond to
mb  0 (first), nonvanishing gauge couplings (second),
and p2  0 in the A self-energy (third term). This is
justified for large scalar-quark mass scales MSUSY where
the second and third type of terms are suppressed. On the
other hand, the term (37) extracted by our approximation
can in general be large also for large MSUSY, both at the
one-loop and the two-loop level, as we will explain below.
A. The one-loop case
Applying the approximations outlined in Sec. II C at the
one-loop level yields the counterterms (all quantities in this
section are understood to be one-loop quantities),
	M2W ¼ 0; 	M2A ¼ AAð0Þ; 	ZHþH ¼ 0; (39)
and thus
^HþH ¼ HþHð0Þ  	m2H with 	m2H ¼ 	M2A:
(40)
From Eq. (5) we get the one-loop corrected value of the
charged Higgs boson mass,
M2
H ¼ m2H þm2H ; (41)
with
m2
H ¼ AAð0Þ HþHð0Þ: (42)
In the following we use the factor c to simplify the notation
(v2 ¼ v21 þ v22):
c ¼  3m
2
t
162v2tan 2
¼  3e
2m2t
322s2wM
2
W tan
2
: (43)
From the third (s)quark generation, with mb ¼ 0, one
obtains the explicit expressions
AAð0Þ ¼ c

2A0ðmtÞ  A0ðm~t2Þ  A0ðm~t1Þ  ðAt þ tanÞ2
A0ðm~t2Þ  A0ðm~t1Þ
m2~t2 m2~t1

;
HþHð0Þ ¼ c

2A0ðmtÞ  A0ðm~b1Þ  s2~t A0ðm~t1Þ  c2~t A0ðm~t2Þ  ðc~tmt þ s~tðAt þ tanÞÞ2
A0ðm~t1Þ  A0ðm~b1Þ
m2~t1 m2~b1
 ðs~tmt  c~tðAt þ tanÞÞ2
A0ðm~t2Þ  A0ðm~b1Þ
m2~t2 m2~b1

: (44)
Here we use the abbreviation s~t  sin ~t, c~t  cos~t, and the one-loop integral function A0ðmÞ is defined as in Ref. [76].
In the approximation of mb ¼ 0 and neglected gauge couplings the mass of the left-handed sbottom is given by
m2~bL
¼ c2~t m2~t1 þ s2~t m2~t2 m2t ð¼ M2LÞ: (45)
Using these relations results then in the following expression for m2
H :
m2
H ¼ c

m2~bL

1þ ½ðAt þ tanÞs~t þmtc~t
2
m2~bL
m2~t1
þ ½mts~t  c~tðAt þ tanÞ
2
m2~bL
m2~t2

log
m2~bL
m2~t1

þm2~t2

s2~t þ
ðAt þ tanÞ2
m2~t1 m2~t2
 ½mts~t  c~tðAt þ tanÞ
2
m2~bL
m2~t2

log
m2~t2
m2~t1

: (46)
It is possible to eliminate the dependence on At and ~t from the expression of the charged Higgs boson mass correction,
m2
H ¼
cm2t
ðm2~bL m
2
~t1
Þðm2~bL m
2
~t2
Þ
2
sin 2cos 2


m2~bL
log
 m2~bL
m~t1m~t2


m2~t1ðm2~bL m
2
~t2
Þ þm2~t2ðm2~bL m
2
~t1
Þ
m2~t1 m2~t2
log

m~t1
m~t2

: (47)
This shows explicitly the m4t dependence of this contribu-
tion as well as the overall factor2=cos 2, which strongly
determines the phenomenology of the OðtÞ charged
Higgs boson mass corrections. In the following, we specify
the analytic result, assuming a common SUSY mass scale
ML ¼ M~tR ¼: MSUSY. With this simplification one obtains
m2~t1 ¼ M2SUSY þm2t mtjXtj;
m2~t2 ¼ M2SUSY þm2t þmtjXtj;
m2~bL
¼ M2SUSY;
(48)
(and s2~t ¼ c2~t ¼ 1=2 in this case). This yields
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m2
H ¼
cm2t 
2
sin 2cos 2
 1
2m2t jXtjðX2t m2t Þ


mtðM2SUSY þm2t  X2t Þ log

M2SUSY þmtðmt  jXtjÞ
M2SUSY þmtðmt þ jXtjÞ

M2SUSYjXtj log

M4SUSY
M4SUSY þ 2M2SUSYm2t þm4t m2t X2t

: (49)
Expanding in inverse powers ofMSUSY and inserting the
prefactor c from Eq. (43) we find
m2
H 	 
3e22
642s2wsin
4
m4t
M2W

1
M2SUSY
 2m
2
t
3M4SUSY
þm
2
t ð3m2t þ X2t Þ
6M6SUSY

: (50)
Thus one obtains the term proportional to m4t =M
2
W . In the
special case of Xt ¼ 0 and restricting to the leading term in
the expansion in inverse powers of MSUSY (vanishing stop
mixing) this reduces to
m2
H 	 
3e22
642s2wsin
4
m4t
M2Wm
2
~t
; (51)
where m2~t  M2SUSY þm2t . If jj 	 m~t this term is not
suppressed by large SUSY mass scales.
B. The two-loop case
The derivation of Eqs. (50) and (51) shows that besides
the m2t in the prefactor arising from the Yukawa couplings,
the second factor m2t stems from the stop mass matrix.
In other words, it is induced by the SU(2) breaking in the
MSSM quark and squark sector. Thus, the derived term
m4t =M2W is related to the mass difference between top and
bottom squarks resulting from mt=mb 
 1. The diagrams
playing the leading role here are the second and sixth
Feynman diagram in Figs. 1 and 2.
Equations (50) and (51) indicate which parameter com-
binations of At, and tan can give rise to a sizableOðtÞ
contribution to M2
H and possibly constitute a large part
of the full one-loop corrections. For the corresponding
parameter ranges it can be expected that also the new
two-loop corrections of OðtsÞ are sizable and should
be taken into account.
At the two-loop level the m4t contributions are aug-
mented by the corresponding term with a renormalized mt
parameter, leading to 4m3t 	mt. The source of these cor-
rections is still related to the SU(2) breaking inducing the
mass difference for scalar tops and bottoms, which enters
the two-loop level Higgs boson self-energies through
mass-counterterm insertions, as illustrated in the fourth
diagram in Fig. 4. The inserted one-loop counterterms
are given by Eq. (25) for top squarks and by Eq. (31) for
bottom squarks. They differ essentially by a term 2mt	mt,
which induces an effective mass splitting between the
scalar top and bottom sector at the counterterm level.
The full contribution 	mt can be obtained by renormal-
izing mt in Eqs. (50) and (51), or by an explicit extraction
of this term. In the case of vanishing stop mixing, corre-
sponding to Eq. (51), we have checked that both calcula-
tions indeed agree. In this case they yield [keeping in mind
the prefactor c / m2t in Eq. (43)]
m2;2-loop;	mt
H 
ðAt þ tanÞ2
m2t

	m2~t
m2t
m2~t
 ð	m2~t  2mt	mtÞ log

m2~t
m2~t m2t

¼ 
2
sin 2cos 2

	m2~t
m2~t
 	m
2
~t  2mt	mt
m2t
log

m2~t
m2~t m2t

	 
2
2sin 2cos 2

4mt	mt
m2~t

: (52)
For the case of nonvanishing stop mixing, see Eq. (50), we
find accordingly
m
2;2-loop;	mt
H 
2
sin 2cos 2

2mt
M2SUSY
 2m
3
t
M4SUSY
þm
3
t ð4m2t þ X2t Þ
2M6SUSY

 	mt: (53)
In conclusion, although the two-loop corrections to
M2
H covered by our approach are only part of the complete
two-loop Yukawa corrections, they constitute a finite
well-defined subset that can induce non-negligible mass
shifts for the H boson. Numerical examples will be given
in Sec. IVB.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Our results obtained in this paper extend the known results
in the literature in various ways. While the one-loop result
in Ref. [63] was complete, the numerical evaluation focused
on particular parameter values, mostly excluded nowadays
by the LEP Higgs searches [10,11,23,24]. Reference [77]
focused on the mass splitting MH MA induced by b
effects. We perform a more general numerical analysis,
including the full one-loop corrections. Furthermore for the
first time explicit two-loop corrections toMH are analyzed.
The higher-order corrected Higgs boson sector has been
evaluated with the help of the Fortran code FeynHiggs
[28,35,52,55] (current version: 2.9.4).
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The goal for the precision in predicting MH in the
MSSM should be the prospective experimental resolution
or better. For the LHC no dedicated study has been per-
formed recently. Older evaluations indicate that a precision
& 5% might be possible in the region of large tan [78].
Other studies, focusing on the  decay mode yielded
a precision at the 1%–2% level [79]. At the LC for
MH <mt a precision of 1 GeV could be possible
[80], while for MH >mt (but MH <
ﬃﬃ
s
p
=2) a 1:5%
precision might be reachable using the t b decay mode
[16]. The  decay mode, on the other hand, could yield
a precision of 0:5% [79].
Due to the large number of MSSM parameters, certain
benchmark scenarios [8,81,82] (for real parameters) have
been used for the interpretation of MSSM Higgs boson
searches at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC. Since at tree
level the Higgs sector of the MSSM is governed by two
parameters (in addition to the gauge couplings), the defi-
nition of the benchmarks is usually such that the two tree-
level parameters,MA and tan, are varied while the values
of all other parameters are fixed at certain benchmark
settings. The most commonly used benchmark scenario
for the CP-conserving MSSM has been the mmaxh scenario
[8,81,82], and we therefore employ this scenario in our
analysis. While the interpretation of the newly discovered
Higgs-like state as the light MSSM Higgs boson is com-
patible with the mmaxh scenario only within a strip at
relatively low tan, it should be noted that changing the
stop mixing parameter Xt from the ‘‘maximal’’ value of
Xt=MSUSY  2 to slightly smaller values (with the other
parameters fixed) yields Mh  126 GeV over large parts
of the parameter space, see Ref. [8]. Consequently, this
scenario is expected to provide a good indication of
the possible size of the radiative corrections to MH .
The scenario is defined as follows:
The mmaxh scenario:
In this scenario the parameters are chosen such that
the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson acquires
its maximum possible values as a function of tan
(for fixed MSUSY, mt and MA set to its maximum value,
MA ¼ 1 TeV). This was used in particular to obtain
conservative tan exclusion bounds [83] at LEP [11].
The parameters are (including the most recent value
for mt [84])
mt ¼ DR ¼ 173:2 GeV;
MSUSY ¼ 1 TeV;
 ¼ 200 GeV;
M2 ¼ 200 GeV;
Xt ¼ 2MSUSY;
Ab ¼ At;
m~g ¼ 0:8MSUSY:
(54)
MSUSY (  ML ¼ M~qR) denotes the diagonal soft
SUSY-breaking parameters in the ~t=~b mass matrices,
see Eq. (20), that are all chosen to be equal. MSUSY
and Xt in this scenario correspond to the parameters
used to express the m4t =M
2
W corrections as given in
Eqs. (50) and (53). In order to avoid conflicts with the
LHC searches for squarks of the first and second gen-
eration, contrary to the original definition [81], MSUSY
should only be considered to fix the soft SUSY-breaking
parameters for the squarks of the third generation, while
the first two generations play a small role for the MSSM
Higgs phenomenology. To fix a value for the squarks of
the first two generations, for sake of simplicity, we kept
the value of MSUSY, but choosing higher values has a
minor impact (see below). The gluino mass parameter,
m~g, might also be in conflict with recent LHC SUSY
searches. However, since also the impact of m~g is rela-
tively small, we keep its value at the original definition.
(A slightly higher value is chosen in the updated version
of this scenario in Ref. [8].)
As discussed above, there are also potentially large
corrections in the b=~b sector, depending on the value and
sign of the parameter  [82]. Consequently, besides ana-
lyzing the MH dependence on MA and tan, we also
study the effect of a variation of , allowing both an
enhancement and a suppression of the bottom Yukawa
coupling. Concerning the mmaxh benchmark scenario, as
discussed in Refs. [82,85] (see also Ref. [86]), the b
effects are particularly pronounced, since the two terms
in Eq. (35) are of similar size.
The other MSSM parameters that are not specified
above, such as the slepton masses, have only a minor
impact on MSSM Higgs boson phenomenology. In our
numerical analysis below we fix them such that all soft
SUSY-breaking parameters in the diagonal entries of the
slepton mass matrices are set to MSUSY, and the trilinear
couplings for all sfermions are set to At, if not indicated
differently for Ab (¼ A).
For the analysis of the size of the two-loop corrections
we employ in addition also a scenario that yields
particularly interesting phenomenology for the charged
Higgs boson. In this scenario the heavy CP-even Higgs
boson is interpreted as the newly discovered particle
at 126 GeV, see, e.g., Refs. [5–9]. The starting point
for this scenario is the ‘‘best-fit’’ value obtained in a
seven parameter fit in the MSSM, where the interpreta-
tion of the signal at 126 GeV as the heavy CP-even
Higgs boson of the MSSM has been confronted with
the measured signal strengths, taking into account
also constraints from electroweak precision observables
and flavor physics [7]. The parameters are (close to
the parameters in the ‘‘low-MH scenario defined in
Ref. [8])’’
The light heavy-Higgs scenario:
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mt ¼ 173:2 GeV;
M~q3 :¼ M~tLð¼ M~bLÞ ¼ M~tR ¼ M~bR ¼ 670 GeV;
M~l3
:¼ M~Lð¼ M~LÞ ¼ M~R ¼ 323 GeV;
Af ¼ 1668 GeV;
MA ¼ 124:2 GeV;
tan ¼ 9:8;  ¼ 2120 GeV;
M2 ¼ 304 GeV;
M~qL ¼ M~qRðq ¼ c; s; u; dÞ ¼ 1000 GeV;
M~lL ¼ M~lRðl ¼ ; ; e; eÞ ¼ 300 GeV;
m~g ¼ 1000 GeV;
M1 ¼ 53
s2w
c2w
M2 	 12M2;
(55)
where the latter four were fixed in the fit. M~q3 denotes the
diagonal soft SUSY-breaking parameter for the third gen-
eration squarks, M~qL and M~qR for the first and second
generation squarks, M~l3 for the third generation sleptons,
and M~lL and M~lR for the first and second generation slep-
tons. Af denotes the trilinear Higgs-sfermion coupling
which is taken to be equal for all sfermions.
A. One-loop corrections
We start with the analysis of the various one-loop con-
tributions. In Figs. 5 and 6 we show MH :¼ MH 
mH , i.e. the difference between the result with radiative
corrections and the tree-level value, in various approxima-
tions. The solid lines are the full one-loop result including
the b resummation, see Eq. (35). The first approximation
to this is shown as short-dashed lines, where only the
contributions from SM fermions and their SUSY partners
(i.e. all squarks and sleptons) are taken into account, still
including the b corrections. The next step of approxima-
tion is shown as dot-dashed lines, where only corrections
from the t=b and ~t=~b sector are included, still with the b
resummation. The penultimate step of the approximation is
to leave out theb corrections, but using mb [i.e. including
the SM QCD corrections, see Eq. (33)] in the Higgs boson
couplings, shown as the long-dashed lines. The final step in
the approximation is to drop the SM QCD corrections, i.e.
replacing mb by the bottom pole mass, mb ¼ 4:8 GeV, in
the Higgs Yukawa couplings, shown as the dotted lines.
First, in Fig. 5, we analyze the dependence of MH on
MA in the m
max
h scenario. The left (right) plot of Fig. 5
shows MH as a function of MA for tan ¼ 40 and
 ¼ 100ð1000Þ GeV. It should be noted that the very
low MA values are by now ruled out by the LHC heavy
MSSM Higgs boson searches [12] for this value of tan.
However, in order to display the full parameter dependence
we do not include these bounds here. The full result (solid
lines) yields one-loop corrections between 1.5 and 6.0 GeV
for lowMA, becoming smaller for increasingMA. The still
allowed MA values should give one-loop corrections of
Oð2 GeVÞ in this scenario for small . The f=~f sector
(short-dashed) gives a rather good approximation, better
than 0.5 GeV. Going to the t=b=~t=~b approximations (dot-
dashed) yields a prediction that differs from the full result
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FIG. 5 (color online). MH :¼ MH mH is shown in the mmaxh scenario as a function of MA for  ¼ 100 GeV (left) and
 ¼ 1000 GeV (right) and tan ¼ 40, evaluated at the one-loop level. We show the full one-loop result including b corrections
(solid lines), the pure SM fermion/sfermion contribution (short-dashed), the ~t=~b contribution (dot-dashed), the ~t=~b corrections
excluding the b corrections but using mb (long-dashed), and the ~t=~b corrections excluding the b resummation and using the bottom
pole mass, mb (dotted).
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by up to2 GeV for lowMA. The f=~f corrections besides
the ones from third generation squarks are roughly
independent of the Yukawa couplings of the various
(s)fermions and are of pure electroweak type, and can
grow as log ðMSUSY=MWÞ [62], and larger masses lead to
larger corrections. Consequently, taking into account only
the third generation (s)quark contribution can yield non-
negligible uncertainties in the MH prediction. In the next
step the b corrections are neglected, which are formally
beyond the one-loop order, resulting in the long-dashed
lines. The comparison between the dot-dashed and the
long-dashed lines shows that the impact of the b correc-
tions is small, below 500 MeV for  ¼ 100 GeV, but
can be larger than 4 GeV for ¼ 1000 GeV, see Eq. (35).
Finally we consider an approximation where the SM QCD
corrections to the bottom Yukawa coupling are dropped,
i.e. mb is used instead of mb, resulting in the dotted lines.
These contributions can be larger than all other steps of
approximations in the region of large tan considered
here. Neglecting the SM QCD corrections in mb shifts
MH upwards by more than 10 GeV, depending on the
scenario.
In order to analyze the dependence of the MH predic-
tion on we show in Fig. 6 MH in them
max
h scenario as
a function of  for MA ¼ 200 GeV and tan ¼ 5ð40Þ in
the left (right) plot. Again, the large tan values are by
now experimentally excluded by the LHC heavy MSSM
Higgs searches for this value of MA [12], but the two
‘‘extreme’’ tan values are meant to give an idea about
the possible variations. We start with the case of tan ¼ 5,
see the left plot of Fig. 6. The t=b=~t=~b corrections neglect-
ing the SM QCD corrections (dotted line) are nearly
symmetric in , ranging between 2 and 4 GeV.
Including the SM QCD corrections (long-dashed) has a
negligible impact. The same holds for the b corrections
(dashed-dotted) due to the small value of tan, and the two
lines lie on top of each other. Including the full (s)fermion
corrections, on the other hand, has a sizable impact on the
result. The contributions from the other (s)fermions par-
tially cancel the t=b=~t=~b corrections. Including also the
non-(s)fermionic contributions yields a total one-loop
effect that stays below  2 GeV.
The results look quite different for tan ¼ 40 as shown
in the right plot of Fig. 6. For negative , the enhancement
of the bottom Yukawa coupling can become very strong
due to the large tan value. In the mmaxh scenario  &
1200 GeV yields b ! 1, i.e. the model enters the
nonperturbative regime, and no evaluations in the Higgs
sector are possible. Consequently, the corresponding curves
in the right plot of Fig. 6 stop at 	 1100 GeV. The pure
t=b=~t=~b corrections (dotted line) reach 13–16 GeV if they
are evaluated with the bottom pole mass. Including the
SM QCD corrections (long-dashed) into the effective
bottom-quark mass strongly reduces the effect to the level
of 2–4 GeV. In the next step the b effects are included
(dot-dashed line). Due to b /  tan the inclusion of
b results in a strong asymmetry of MH with a larger
correction to MH for negative  (corresponding to an
enhanced bottom Yukawa coupling) and a much smaller
correction for positive  (corresponding to a suppressed
bottom Yukawa coupling). Including the full one-loop cor-
rections the overall correction in the mmaxh scenario ranges
fromMH * 18 GeV for & 1000 GeV toMH 	0
for  ¼ þ1500 GeV.
The dependence on tan is analyzed in Fig. 7. We show
MH in the m
max
h scenario as a function of tan for
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FIG. 6 (color online). MH :¼ MH mH is shown in the mmaxh scenario as a function of  for tan ¼ 5 (left) and tan ¼ 40
(right) and MA ¼ 200 GeV, evaluated at the one-loop level. The line coding is as in Fig. 5.
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MA ¼ 200 GeV and as before for  ¼ 100ð1000Þ GeV in
the left (right) plot. It should be noted that values of tan
around 1 are excluded by LEP Higgs searches [11],
whereas large values are excluded by LHC Higgs searches
for this value ofMA [12]. The sign and size of the one-loop
correction toMH depends strongly on tan, which enters
the Higgs couplings to (s)fermions as well as the b
corrections. Negative corrections occur for tan & 10,
while positive values of MH are obtained for large
tan values. In the phenomenologically allowed region
of tan the corrections stay within MH ¼ 2 GeV. As
in the plots of Fig. 5, the effect of the non-sfermion sector
in comparison with the f=~f contributions (short-dashed
lines) is relatively small and stays below 0.5 GeV.
The Yukawa coupling independent effects (dot-dashed
lines) are 2 GeV, largely independent of tan. The
contribution from the b effects is negligible for
tan & 5 and grows with increasing tan, reaching
several GeV for large tan and  ¼ 1000 GeV. On the
other hand, for  ¼ 100 GeV these corrections stay very
small even for the largest tan values. The biggest effects
again can arise from the inclusion of the SM QCD correc-
tions to mb for tan * 5. Largely independently of the
scenario and the choice for  they reach 5–10 GeV.
Next, in Fig. 8 we show the dependence on MSUSY.
The SUSY mass scale (which we chose to be equal
for all sfermions, see above) enters via contributions
/ log ðMSUSY=MWÞ or / M2W=M2SUSY into the charged
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FIG. 8 (color online). MH :¼ MH mH is shown in the mmaxh scenario as a function of MSUSY for tan ¼ 5 (left) and
tan ¼ 20 (right), MA ¼ 200 GeV and  ¼ 1000 GeV, evaluated at the one-loop level. The line coding is as in Fig. 5.
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Higgs boson mass prediction [62], where several compet-
ing contributions have been identified. One is proportional
to large Yukawa couplings from the top/bottom sector,
while another one stems from the electroweak couplings
of scalar fermions and is similar for all flavors.
In the left plot of Fig. 8 we show MH as a function of
MSUSY in the m
max
h scenario for  ¼ 1000 GeV, MA ¼
200 GeV and tan ¼ 5. One can see that the b=~b contri-
butions, which are influenced strongly by the bottom
Yukawa coupling and the b corrections, do not play a
prominent role as they change MH only weakly for
small tan. The contributions from the lighter fermions
(i.e. neither top nor bottom) and their SUSY partners,
on the other hand, become very important for MSUSY *
1000 GeV. Without those corrections (dot-dashed line)
rather large negative contributions to MH would occur
for large MSUSY, while including these corrections (short-
dashed line) MH flattens out for large MSUSY, reaching
 1 GeV at MSUSY ¼ 2000 GeV. The corrections from
the non-(s)fermion sector are small and change MH by
less than about 0.2 GeV. A qualitatively similar behavior
can be observed for tan ¼ 20 (which is close to the
current sensitivity limits of heavy MSSM Higgs searches
at the LHC [12]) as shown in the right plot of Fig. 8. Due to
the larger value of tan the b=~b corrections and b effects
are much more pronounced. The contributions from the
(s)fermion sector beyond t=~t=b=~b are sizable forMSUSY *
1000 GeV. Due to numerical cancellations the full one-
loop correction to MH is close to zero for this part of the
SUSY parameter space. This is in agreement with the right
plot of Fig. 7. In summary, for large MSUSY especially the
corrections from the full (s)fermion sector have to be taken
into account.
We finally analyze the size of the full one-loop correc-
tions in the case of At  Ab in Fig. 9. We show the results
in the Ab–At plane for MA ¼ 200ð120Þ GeV in the top
(bottom) row and tan ¼ 40ð10Þ in the left (right) column.
Again, the extreme choices for MA and tan, partially
excluded by LHC Higgs searches [12] indicate the range
of the possible size of the corrections. The other parame-
ters are MSUSY ¼ 500 GeV,  ¼ 1000 GeV, M2 ¼
500 GeV.
The color coding in the plots tells the value of MH .
At small tan, as can be seen in the upper right plot, the
value of MH depends mainly on At, i.e. the convention
Ab ¼ At in the mmaxh scenario does not have a relevant
impact on the MH evaluation at the one-loop level for
small tan. This changes for large tan as can be
FIG. 9 (color online). The size of the full one-loop correction MH :¼ MH mH is shown in the Ab–At plane for
MA ¼ 200ð120Þ GeV in the top (bottom) row and tan ¼ 40ð10Þ in the left (right) column. The other parameters are
MSUSY ¼ 500 GeV,  ¼ 1000 GeV, M2 ¼ 500 GeV.
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observed in the two left plots of the figure. The main
diagonal corresponds to At ¼ Ab and exhibits (for both
MA values) relatively small corrections up to 3 GeV.
The other extreme, At ¼ Ab, on the other hand, yields
much larger corrections, exceeding MH ¼ 10 GeV
for large jAtj. Consequently, a full one-loop calculation,
allowing for different values of At and Ab is crucial for a
precise MH evaluation.
B. Two-loop corrections
We now turn to the analysis of the effects of the two-loop
corrections of OðtsÞ, where in the plots we denote ‘‘2-
loop’’ as the full one-loop corrections supplemented by the
OðtsÞ contributions. As described in Sec. II we derived
the OðsÞ corrections to the one-loop Oðm4t =M2WÞ term.
In our numerical analysis we concentrate on cases where
on the one hand the full one-loop contribution to MH is
sizable, and on the other hand the Oðm4t =M2WÞ corrections
yield a relatively good approximation to the full one-loop
result. For these cases it can be expected that the OðtsÞ
two-loop corrections also constitute a substantial part of
the full two-loop contributions.
We focus here on relatively low tan, since it is known
that at large tan the bottom/sbottom one-loop corrections
are sizable (see the previous subsection) and the OðtsÞ
terms cannot be expected to capture a leading piece of the
two-loop contributions. As can be seen in Eqs. (51) and
(50), the Oðm4t =M2WÞ terms going  are enhanced
with tan. Therefore we present the two-loop OðtsÞ
corrections as a function of . We furthermore set MA ¼
200 GeV, which allows relatively large absolute higher-
order corrections. The chosen parameters are thus mostly
in agreement with the LHC heavy MSSM Higgs searches
(and we will not address this issue in the rest of this
subsection).
In Fig. 10 we present MH :¼ MH mH in the
mmaxh scenario for MA ¼ 200 GeV and tan ¼ 5 as a
function of  for MSUSY ¼ 500ð1000Þ GeV in the left
(right) plot. MH is evaluated including the OðtsÞ
corrections and shown as the blue/dark gray solid line.
Also shown are the corresponding one-loop results of
Oðm4t =M2WÞ (dashed line), the full one-loop corrections
(red/light gray solid line) and the difference between the
two-loop and the full one-loop result (dot-dashed line).
Starting with the left plot, where we have set MSUSY ¼
500 GeV, we find that the full one-loop corrections are
well approximated by the Oðm4t =M2WÞ term. As expected
for tan ¼ 5, the b corrections do not play a prominent
role and MH appears nearly symmetric for positive and
negative . The corresponding two-loop corrections mod-
ify the full one-loop result by up to 2 GeV for jj 
1500 GeV, i.e. the OðtsÞ corrections can be sizable in
this case. A similar behavior can be observed in the right
plot of Fig. 10, where we have set MSUSY ¼ 1000 GeV
[i.e. as in the original definition of the mmaxh scenario,
Eq. (54)]. As expected, the absolute corrections to MH
turn out to be smaller, see also Fig. 8, and the two-loop
terms contribute up to 1 GeV for jj  1500 GeV
(where our plot stops).
For the remaining analysis we stick to the lower value of
MSUSY ¼ 500 GeV, but go to somewhat larger tan val-
ues and investigate also lower values ofMA. In Fig. 11 we
show MH for tan ¼ 10 and MA ¼ 120ð200Þ GeV in
the left (right) plot. The results look qualitatively similar to
the case of tan ¼ 5: the m4t =M2W approximation works
well for the full one-loop result. The two-loop corrections
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FIG. 10 (color online). MH :¼ MH mH and M2-loopH M1-loopH are shown forMA ¼ 200 GeV and tan ¼ 5 as a function of
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go up to 3ð2Þ GeV for large values of jj for MA ¼
120ð200Þ GeV.
In Fig. 12 we go to even higher tan values and set
tan ¼ 20, where b effects are expected to become
relevant. As for the previous figure we fix MA ¼
120ð200Þ GeV in the left (right) plot. Sizable b effects
can indeed be observed: for large negative values of ,
 & 1200 GeV the b corrections become so large that
an evaluation of the loop corrections to MH was not
possible anymore (as was observed already in Fig. 6).
For negative  the Oðm4t =M2WÞ corrections also start to
deviate substantially from the full one-loop result, and
the corresponding two-loop corrections cannot be expected
to yield a good approximation to the full two-loop result
in the region of relatively large negative . For large and
positive , however, the m4t =M
2
W approximation works
very well both for MA ¼ 120 GeV (left plot) and MA ¼
200 GeV (right plot), so that in this region the OðtsÞ
corrections can be expected to provide a reasonable
approximation of the full two-loop corrections. For
 ¼ þ1500 GeV the two-loop corrections again are
sizable and amount up to 2–3 GeV.
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We complete our two-loop analysis in themmaxh scenario
with Fig. 13, where we show MH as a function of
MSUSY, in analogy to Fig. 8. In the left (right) plot we
show the results for tan ¼ 5ð20Þ in the mmaxh scenario
(i.e. Xt ¼ 2MSUSY and m~g ¼ 0:8MSUSY) for  ¼
1000 GeV and MA ¼ 200 GeV. The m4t =M2W corrections
approximate the full one-loop results fairly well. The
largest deviations occur for large values of MSUSY, where
the other (s)fermion sectors become more relevant, see the
discussion on Fig. 8. For MSUSY ¼ 400 GeV, the lowest
value in our analysis, the two-loop OðtsÞ corrections
amount up to 1 GeV. For large MSUSY this correction
goes down nearly to zero.
Finally, in Fig. 14, we analyze the two-loop corrections
to MH in the ‘‘light heavy-Higgs’’ scenario, in which the
heavy CP-even Higgs boson is interpreted as the newly
discovered particle at 126 GeV [7]. We show the results
as a function of MA (left) and tan (right) with the other
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parameters fixed as in Eq. (55). This scenario is charac-
terized by a very rich phenomenology, since all five Higgs
states in this case are rather light. Such a scenario can be
probed at the LHC via searches for the heavier neutral
Higgs bosons, H and A, but also searches for a light
charged Higgs boson that is produced in top-quark decays
are of particular relevance in this case. As can be seen in
Fig. 14 the m4t =M
2
W corrections are an excellent approxi-
mation for the full one-loop result in the parameter space
analyzed. The one-loop corrections are found to be large
and negative in this case, while the two-loop corrections
are positive and at the level of 3.5 to 4 GeV, amounting
to about 30% of the one-loop corrections. Clearly, a
thorough treatment of the higher-order contributions will
be important for exploring the charged Higgs boson
phenomenology in such a scenario.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a detailed analysis of the prediction
for the charged Higgs boson mass, MH , within the
MSSM, on the basis of a complete one-loop calculation,
and incorporating the two-loop contributions of OðtsÞ.
We find relatively large mass shifts at the one-loop level.
In particular, we have analyzed the dependence ofMH on
the trilinear couplings At and Ab. For the case At ¼ Ab,
which is assumed in the mmaxh benchmark scenario, cor-
rections to MH of several GeV are found. The opposite
case, At ¼ Ab, can yield much larger shifts exceeding
MH ¼ 10 GeV for large jAtj. In general, the full one-
loop corrections are negative for small tan and positive
for large tan in the mmaxh benchmark scenario.
Pronounced effects on MH in the region of large tan
originate from the standard QCD corrections to the bottom
Yukawa coupling, formally a contribution beyond one-
loop order. Similarly important are the shifts from the
inclusion of b effects, leading to a strong dependence
of MH on the size and the sign of . The contributions
from the (s)fermion sector beyond t=~t=b=~b are sizable for
MSUSY * 1000 GeV and can exceed 2 GeV.
The new two-loop corrections of OðtsÞ in most of the
considered cases are of opposite sign to the one-loop cor-
rections. The induced shifts in MH can be of several GeV
for smallMA and tan and large values of jj, and are thus
of a size that may be probed at the LHC and the LC. The set
of two-loop contributions considered here are expected to be
particularly relevant for those MSSM parameter regions
where the m4t =M
2
W terms yield a good approximation to
the full one-loop result, i.e. in particular for relatively low
values of tan. For the general case, a more comprehensive
higher-order calculation would be required.
In particular, we analyzed the size of the OðtsÞ
corrections in the light heavy-Higgs scenario, in which
the heavy CP-even Higgs boson is interpreted as the newly
discovered particle at 126 GeV. In this scenario all
MSSM Higgs bosons are relatively light, and there are
interesting prospects for charged Higgs searches in top-
quark decays. The m4t =M
2
W corrections yield an excellent
approximation of the full one-loop result in this scenario.
The genuine two-loop corrections are found to be up to
4 GeV, and thus are important for investigating charged
Higgs phenomenology.
Our results for the charged Higgs boson mass are
implemented into the public Fortran code FeynHiggs.
The code also contains the evaluation of the charged
Higgs boson decays and the main charged Higgs boson
production channels at the LHC. The code can be obtained
from http://www.feynhiggs.de.
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